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2. Peel off the tape backing from the upper area 50-
100 mm, and adhere the black-out film to the 
positioning point shown in the figure.

Clearance
a:0—2.0 mm {0—0.079 in}
b:0—3.0 mm {0—0.12 in}

3. Peel off the tape backing and adhere the black-
out film surface.

4. Peel off the transparent protective film on the 
black-out film.

5. Apply pressure to the black-out film in the order of 
side and back side.

6. Fold in the edges in the order shown in the figure.
7. Attach the black-out film (RH) and black-out film 

(LH) using the same procedure as the black-out 
film (center).

Caution
• Adhere so that the center edge of the 

black-out film (RH) and black-out film 
(LH) are underneath the edge of the 
black-out film (center) in the alignment 
area, with no deviation.
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DECK PANEL MANUAL OPEN/CLOSE PROCEDURE
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Caution
• Because the pinion gear (deck panel motor) and sector gear are disengaged when the manual 

open/close procedure is performed, the deck panel does not operate electrically after a repair. It is 
necessary to perform the recovery procedure to engage the pinion gear (deck panel motor) and 
sector gear. (See 09-16-56 Recovery Procedure.)

Deck Panel Manual Open/Close Procedure And Temporary Measure Procedure

Note
• The temporary measure is for releasing the lock using a rope if the deck panel needs to be opened/closed 

again or to drive the vehicle after the deck panel manual open/close procedure has been performed. To 
open/close the deck panel manually on the vehicle where the temporary measure has already been 
performed, open/close the deck panel manually referring to “Deck panel manual open/close procedure 
after temporary measure”. (See 09-16-54 Close the deck panel (Temporary measure).)
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